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February 2, 2019  

 

Sri Sri University celebrated the spirit of sports 

with Norwegian Sports Meet 

 

Cuttack, Odisha: Sri Sri University hosted a Norwegian Sports Meet in its campus on the 1st 

February’2019 with the motive to celebrate the spirit of sports and sportsmanship. The meet was presided 

over by His Excellency Mohamed Moncef Marzouki, Former President of Tunisia, and Norwegian 
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Delegation comprising of six internationally very eminent personnel in the field of sports and athletics. 

Prof. Dr. Nand Lal, Vice Chancellor, Sri Sri University, Mrs. Rajita Kulkarni, President, Sri Sri University, 

Captain Chandra Shekhar Panda, Director Student Affairs, Sri Sri University and Commodore Ghanshyam 

Ojha, Executive Registrar, Sri Sri University also graced the event with their presence. 

The event started with the mark of the underlying tradition of lighting the lamp, and the invocation of 

Vedic chants. After which, the students of Department of Visual and Performing Arts and the Department 

of Yogic Science, Sri Sri University showcased the eastern cultures of India with their Odissi and Yoga 

dance performances. Prof. Dr. Nand Lal, welcomed and introduces the eminent guests on the dais and off 

the dais with his welcoming address. His Excellency Mohamed Moncef Marzouki, Former Interim 

President of Tunisia, then took over the dais as he interacted with the students, faculty, sports personnel 

present in the meet. He encouraged everyone to enjoy the joy of sports and he also congratulated Sri Sri 

University for hosting such a grand and successful sports meet. He shared about how Mahatma Gandhi’s 

teachings inspires him. He also gave life tips to the youth present and asked them to not run behind 

achieving quicker rewards but become good leaders who will set and give examples. 

After which, the team of Norwegian Delegation addressed the audience and shared their life experiences. 

They even expressed as to how happy they were to be in Odisha and having got the opportunity to meet 

such talented sportsperson. Mr. Inge Anderson, Mr. Petter Syverud, Mr. Niels Roine, Mr. Christoph Daum, 

Mr. Ewald and Mr. Christoph Glaser were the six internationally eminent Olympiads who addressed the 

august gathering. 

Mr. Christoph Daum, German professional football coach and former player who last managed the 

Romania national team, gave an insightful address to the audience where he asked the youth present to 

have a positive attitude and leadership qualities to be able to overcome the hurdles and obstacles in one’s 

life. 

Mrs. Rajita Kulakarni, President, Sri Sri University, addressed the audience and she said “Sports can 

become the medium of peace.” She also threw light on the how sports can help one in achieving physical 

fitness, mental strength and resilience which are very important tools to lead a happy and successful life. 

Then, the felicitation program started off where besides the guests, eminent sports personnel of Odisha 

were called upon the stage and felicitated. Mr Sundar Mani Barik, International Masters Athletes, was 

felicitated during the event. The national and international student awardees of sri Sri University were also 

awarded at the Norwegian Sports Meet. Commodore Ghanashyam Ojha, Executive Registrar, Sri Sri 

University concluded the meet by giving the Vote of Thanks to the eminent guests present on the dais, the 

media personnel, the organising team, the faculty and non-faculty members and the students of the 

university. Thus, this meet, not only lived up to its theme of ‘Celebrating the Spirit of Sports’ but also 

became a medium of boosting the budding sports personnel of the university. The sports meet 

acknowledged the talent of Odisha in the field of sports and athletics. “I am a huge fan of sports and I am 

feeling privileged to be a part of this Norwegian Sports Meet as I get to learn so much from the successful 

players’ life experiences.” said a student of Sri Sri University. 
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February 15, 2019  

Sri Sri University organized and hosted its 5th 

National Marketing Conclave 
 
  

 

 

Cuttack: Sri University organized and hosted its 5th National Marketing Conclave ‘The Marketing Shift in 

Retail Industry” with the theme of “Tug of war” on 15th Feb,2019 in the presence of expert marketing 

speakers from retail industry operating their Business in digital platform . The sub-themes of the conclave 

being; e-commerce marketing with automation and analytics, consumer behavior shift from offline to 

online and e-commerce: Push vs Pull Marketing. 

Prof. P. Srinivas Subbarao, Dean, Faculty of Commerce and Management Studies, Sri Sri University 

presided over the function in the presence Mr Balraj Kar, Chief Operating Officer, Hyperthings, Mr. 
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Anand Mishra Founder & CEO, Grozip, Mr. Biswajit Swain, Founder, Hastika Handicrafts Private Ltd, 

Mr. Srustijeet Mishra, Founder, RiDik & Co-Founder ChacTea and Dr. Anita Sabat were the eminent 

speakers who shared their experience in the field of marketing and how important it is to build a strong 

foundation of any business. 

Mr. Kar, spoke about how with innovation a business can grow and become sustainable. He also talked 

about the importance of Internet of Things in the field of marketing. Mr Biswajit Swain threw light on how 

data analytics is used by current successful companies to get a detailed idea about their customers’ 

behaviour pattern. He also asked the students present there to think out of the box and 

have the ultimate goal of adding value to the society. Mr Mishra shared his experience with converting his 

ideas into successful startups. He even shared the problems he faced during this entire journey and asked 

the students not to run away from hurdles and instead, learn from them. Dr.Anita elaborated on the topic of 

Geographical Indications(GIs) and how consumer awareness and action is needed to help boost artisans 

and handicrafts. Mrs Rajita Kulkarini, President, Sri Sri University, shared her knowledge through video 

conferencing as to how millennial’s behaviour, leverage in human contact and training, globalisation, 

purpose of the organisation, expectations of consumers can influence and differentiate retail marketing 

sector. 

The one-day event comprised of paper presentations by students on trending marketing related topics, 

which was then followed by a business quiz which further boosted the marketing enthusiasts’ knowledge 

and interest in the field of marketing. 

This conclave proved to be a grand success as the audience gained a great deal of digital marketing 

knowledge from the experienced speakers. Commodore Ghanshyam Ojha, Executive Registrar, Sri Sri 

University, addressed the audience during the valedictory ceremony of the marketing conclave. 

“Hearing from the founders of so many start-ups gave us a practical knowledge about the ground reality of 

marketing principles and there was so much to take away from this conclave. ” said a student of Sri Sri 

University who had participated in the event. Dr. Pushpendra Khandelwal, Associate Professor, FCMS 

delivered a vote of thanks and congratulated the marketing club for organizing such a fruitful and dynamic 

event. 

 

 

 

  



                                                                     

SSU hosts marketing conclave 

English 

 

Bhubaneswar, Feb 15 (LocalWire) Sri Sri University (SSU) on Friday organized a marketing 

conclave on its campus. 

 

E- commerce marketing, consumers’ shift towards online marketing, pull and push in 

marketing, and other pressing issues were discussed in the presence of a panel of experts. 

https://localwire.me/category/english/


 
February 18, 2019  

Sri Sri University hosted leadership dialogue- 

‘From Canada to Cuttack: A leadership 

Journey’ 
 

 

 

Bhubaneswar: Sri Sri University’s hosted and felicitated the first ever leadership dialogue- ‘From Canada 

to Cuttack: A leadership Journey’ in order to promote Canada-India ties. It is a bilateral, people to people 

initiative which intends to bring the brightest minds together in the academic setting of Sri Sri University, 

which will benefit both the countries, viz., Canada and India. 

The Canadian delegation comprised of renowned professionals, sports personnel, academicians, 

entrepreneurs and change agents, viz., Ms. Kim Fuller, Founder and Creative Director, Phil 

Communications, Ms. Natalie Riviere, CEO, Commetta Communications, Mr. Oliver Baezner, Executive 

Coach, Mackey and CEO, Forum Chair, Ms. Jeniffer Kruidbos, Corporate Well-being Coach, Ms. Gemma 

Stone, Psychologist, Ms. Johanne Houle, Director of Organizational Development, McGill University, 

Montreal, Canada and Mr. Siddharth Kumar, President, NetIP Canada. 

This grandeur event was presided over by Ms. Rajita Kulkarni, President, Sri Sri University who 

spearheaded this fruitful initiative and Dr. Surendra Kumar Gakhar, Vice Chancellor, Sri Sri University. 
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This unique leadership dialogue unfolded the journey and revealed the secrets of leadership including that 

of the challenges to contemporary leaders as evidenced by the changing paradigms of leading in an 

increasing interconnected and interdependent world. 

The event kicked off as Prof. Srinivas Subbarao, Dean, FCMS, Sri Sri University, welcomed and 

introduced the esteemed guests on with his welcoming address. 

Ms. Kim Fuller talked all about failures, resilience and leadership. She listed down six F’s, viz., Failure, 

Fuel, Fun, Fear, Fight and Forgiveness that can help anyone build a strong resilience which will further aid 

them in facing their losses. 

Mr. Siddharth Kumar, threw light on the importance and need for efficient connectivity and 

communication. He also made the audience aware about the social responsibilities towards the disability 

community 

Mr. Oliver Baezner, said that one should always look towards the brighter side of individuals. The self-

esteem, humbleness, self-confidence, sense of gratitude, and the feeling of love and empathy should 

always stay intact which will further enhance their leadership and humanity qualities. 

Ms. Natalie Riviere, explained in detail about the marketing tools like SEO, data analytics, social media 

platforms, engagements, that can help boost any business and improve its market reputation. She also 

emphasized on the importance of relevant content creation and how crucial it is to build a strong and long 

lasting relationship with the audience by using analytical tools like database management and Customer 

Relations Management. 

Ms. Gemma Stone, threw light on how meditation helps in divergent thinking, in cultivating the capacity to 

choose over one’s fears and the building up of a strong resilience power. 

Ms. Jeniffer Kruidbos, talked about how one should face losses and address the people who are suffering 

losses. She said that the key to getting rid of the feeling of loss is through practices like yoga, meditation, 

stretching and use of essential oils. She said, “Notice, Pause, Don’t Fix, Bear Witness is the way to address 

people mourning.” 

Ms. Johanne Houle, showed keen interest in partnering with Sri Sri University on an academic level. 

Ms. Rajita Kulkarni, then delivered herpresidential speech where she thanked all the speakers for 

imparting their valuable knowledge. She also listed down six themes for an effective leadership. She also 

shared the evolution of Sri Sri University from a stone quarry to green university with nine awards from 

various organisations in the field of environment, education,spiritualism and academics. 

Dr. Surendra Kumar Gakhar, congratulated the organizing team for putting up such an informative event 

and for conducting a successful global lecture series on “From Canada to Cuttack: A leadership journey”. 

A souvenir on Indo-Canadian Dialogue, a global lecture series: ‘From Canada to Cuttack- A Leadership 

Journey’. After which, the students of Department of Visual and Performing Arts and the Department of 

Yogic Science, showcased the Eastern cultures of India with Odissi and Yoga dance performances. 

Captain Chandra Shekhar Panda, Directorate of student’s Affairs, Sri Sri University concluded the meet by 

giving the Vote of Thanks . 



 

 

 

 

  



 
February 23, 2019  

 

Dr. Surendra Kumar Gakhar has taken over as 

Vice Chancellor, Sri Sri University 
February 23, 2019  

 
  

                                         

Bhubaneswar: Dr. Surendra Kumar Gakhar has taken over as Vice Chancellor, Sri Sri University. Dr. Gakhar 

has done his Post Graduation and Ph.D. from Kurukshetra University. He is having above thirty-two years 

of teaching and research experience. He has been founder VC of Choudhury Bansi Laal University, Bhiwani; 

Dean Maharsi Dayanand University; Director, Rashtriya Uchatar Shiksha Abhiyan and Director, Distance 

Education, Computer Centre and Public relations in Maharsi Dayanand University. He has worked as NAAC 

coordinator of Maharsi Dayanand University which has been accredited with “A “grade. He has worked for 

Research & Planning at National Level as Member in various Forum; Member–Expert Committee, Research 

Evaluation Committee, UGC. He has been awarded in the field of science and life science from many 

National and International bodies. 
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